
 
What is a “Balanced Power”conditioner? 
Just as in balanced audio, interference and noise “ride” on an unbalanced signal.  The Equitech idea is to balance 
your power in a similar fashion as balanced audio to prevent noise from infiltrating your power and decreasing the 
audio quality.  By splitting the signal into two legs and inverting phase of one, we can reassemble, isolate and 
eliminate what is not signal, thereby improving the signal to noise and improving your audio.   

How does an Equi=tech conditioner work? 
Equitech uses a very large, specially designed Equitech transformer to split 120v into one 60v leg and one phase 
inverted 60v leg.  These two legs are then reassembled without artifacts on special outlets on the back of the unit. 
This by nature creates Common Mode Rejection (CMMR) and cancels the differences between legs such as noise, 
hums, ground loops and other unwanted distortions and artifacts. Plug your components in just as before, but 
now they get 100% of their power from the Equitech, offering a cleaner, pure 60Hz sine wave power. You will most 
likely hear a full range of improvements in your audio system, from better dynamics to improved stereo imaging.    

 

What makes Equi=tech different? 
The Equitech process for improving power is different compared to all other power conditioners, surge protectors 
or filters.  Most conditioners use filtering to reduce noise (which chokes and prevents transients), but filtering is the 
same as EQ in audio, its only reduces some noise, it doesn’t prevent it.  And like EQ, filtering itself has artifacts 
that affect audio quality.  Equitech Balanced Power system focuses on prevention rather than repair.   

How do I use it? 
Simply plug the Equitech unit into a 15A or 20A circuit using the supplied 15A or 20A cord.  The 
Equitech Balanced Power system does its work silently, without any kind of electronic processing, by 
isolating anything that it isn’t a clean 60Hz sine wave.   
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Choosing the right Equitech  
There  are different sizes of Equitech Balanced Power Products.  We have two 120 v rack options 
based on the 2R (entry level transformer) and the 2RQ ( Upgraded high performance, low impedance 
transformer) Also,  knowing how many “circuits” you have in your studio (how many dedicated 15A or 
20A breakers apply to outlets in that room).  You will need one Equitech for each circuit. For example, a 
Equitech 2RQ with a 15A input cord needs to limit its total suppled power to under 15 amps.  Most 
single room studios are good with one Equitech 2R or 2RQ with a 15A input cable.  To determine the 
proper size or product Equitech unit needed for your application, we recommend visiting our quote 
builder. https://equitech.com/quote-builder/  Equitech makes specialized “Install Systems” with 
similar features to the rack units, but designed to build into the wall where power enters the studio. For 
complete custom jobs, we have an Equitech Contractor “Transformer Only” series, designed to be 
installed by a licensed electrical contractor right into your isolated audio circuit breaker box.  Call us for 
more information. 888-404-9799 
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A. The GFCI  receptacle serves as uninterrupted power when in STANDBY ,  and can be periodical ly TESTED  or RESET  i f  t r ipped, or a 
ground fault  is detected.

B. Master Circuit  Breaker  switch can be reset i f  overloaded, and turns off  power to al l  out lets.  This switch must be in ON posit ion for 
    power to be distr ibuted.

C. Top three white Duplex Outlets  are analog and used for gear such as Amps, Pre-amps, Guitar Amps, Mics, Tape Machines, etc.

D. Ground Lug  is for grounding the chassis of two-pronged equipment

E. IEC Plug  for power input.  Use appropriate power cord for your wal l  receptacle (15A or 20A)

F. Bottom two (grey) Filtered Duplex Outlets  are EMI/RMI to be used in conjunction with digital  equipment,  i .e. ;  DACS, Clocks,
   Computers,  Digital  Processors,  etc.
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